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JCM Global’s iPRO-RC Recycling Bill Validator a Key Component in New
CloudSafe Product Line from CashBow
DUSSELDORF, Germany (14 March 2017) – The powerful note recycling bill validator from JCM Global, the iPRORC™, plays a key role in the operation and safety of the recently-launched CloudSafe machine from Swedish cash
handling manufacturer CashBow.
CashBow tested JCM’s iPRO-RC for six months in a live pilot program in Sweden, and now the company is deploying
iPRO-RC in its new CloudSafe units throughout Sweden and across Europe.
CashBow Managing Director Thomas Gaterud said, “As we developed the CloudSafe line, we carefully considered
our customers’ needs, including adaptability, installation, and integration. Of course, note security was paramount,
and when we reviewed the iPRO-RC, it became clear to us it provided the high levels of security and performance
our customers would demand.”
“We are very pleased to have been selected to provide bill validators for CashBow’s incredible new CloudSafe line,”
said JCM EMEA General Manager Payam Zadeh. “JCM customers across Europe in a wide variety of industries
have come to rely on our iPRO-RC for its high levels of security, flexibility, and innovative recycling technology. We
are confident CashBow and its customers will be impressed with iPRO’s security and capacities.”
JCM’s iPRO-RC is one of the most advanced note recycling bill validators available anywhere. The iPRO-RC is fieldproven in multiple applications across numerous industries. Its provides high levels of protection with its state-of-the
art magnetic and optical sensing package, combined with industry-leading anti-stringing technology and a
lockable/removable cash box. Its two large-capacity chambers operate with Roller Friction Recycling Technology,
which holds recycled notes in escrow for instant payouts and recycle two denominations, up to 100 notes each.
Through its network of distributors, CashBow sells its product into Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,
Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland.
Visit JCM on online at www.jcmglobal.com, and join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components. For more information, visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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